Figure 1. Cell Fusions Induced by Ectopic Expression of EFF-1

Time-lapse confocal optical-section images of eff-1(oj55) embryos without (A) or with (B and C) induction of hs-EFF-1. Cell fusion is indicated by diffusion of cytoplasmic GFP (Peff-
of the localization of EFF-1 within fusing cells or the expression was stimulated in fusion-defective eff-1(oj55) embryos at the comma stage, cell fusions were induced range of its possible influence on a developmental field have been reported. And, although the sequence of within less than 1 hr. First, rescued normal fusions occurred among cells of the hyp6 and hyp7 syncytia. Soon EFF-1 contains motifs that suggest either enzymatic or virus-like structural modes of action in membrane fuafterward, ectopic fusions caused GFP-labeled cytoplasm to uniformly label nearly the entire embryo. In sion, no experiments have tested these functional hypotheses directly. Each of these issues is key to unlarvae and adults, ectopic cell fusions were also visible within ‫3-2ف‬ hr of induction (for example, see Figures derstanding both the mode of action of EFF-1 in membrane fusion and the means by which cells target 3C and 3E). At all stages, ectopic fusions resulted in lethality, whereas control heat-shocked animals and EFF-1's activity to only the correct cell-cell contacts. In this work, we have addressed each of these questions embryos developed normally. Many of the ectopic fusions observed in these experiexperimentally. We conclude that EFF-1 represents a precisely regulated and targeted membrane fusogen ments took place in cells, like neuroblasts, where no cell fusions ever normally occur. Thus, EFF-1 can act on that may be evolutionarily distinct from both viral fusion proteins and the undiscovered cellular fusogens that cell types in which it never normally functions. However, these observations and those of Shemer et al. [23] could drive syncytium formation in other phyla.
be seen even if EFF-1 were not itself fusogenic. Overexpressed EFF-1 might instead cause mistargeting of a Results more complex, multicomponent membrane fusion mechanism to inappropriate cell borders. Normally fusion-fated EFF-1 Alone Induces Cell Fusion cells (like the hyp6 and hyp7 syncytia) could be induced To test whether EFF-1 alone can induce de novo fusion to fuse invasively in a cascade with a series of incorrect of cells not naturally fated to fuse, we drove its exprespartners, such as the neuroblasts over which the hyposion in C. elegans with a heat-shock promoter (see In addition, nonfusing cells might insulate themselves from fusion-competent neighbors. In support of this hyTo test whether misexpressed EFF-1 generates a normal membrane fusion mechanism, we next compared the pothesis, we detected the formation of several discrete barriers to ectopic cell fusion during the course of norpermeability kinetics of naturally fusing and ectopically fusing cell membranes. We quantified diffusion of GFP mal development. The first such boundary formed between the embryonic gut primordium and the rest of the from bright cells into the neighboring cytoplasm of their
EFF-1::GFP Localizes to Fusion-Fated Cell Membrane Interfaces
Although extracellular barriers can limit the ability of overexpressed EFF-1 to cause fusion of an unlimited field of cells, we hypothesized that intracellular control of EFF-1 is also involved in precisely specifying fusion partners during normal development. To better understand the localization dynamics of functional EFF-1 protein in vivo, we constructed strains expressing a fluorescently labeled EFF-1. We determined through expression of alternatively spliced EFF-1A and EFF-1B cDNAs [22] that only the EFF-1A isoform is able to rescue morphological defects in eff-1 mutant animals (data not shown). Thus, we created an EFF-1::GFP construct by tagging genomic eff-1 sequence with GFP at the C terminus of the EFF-1A open reading frame ( Figure S1B ). This construct was introduced into worms as an integrated transgene. We found that eff-1(oj55) animals expressing this transgene could be completely rescued for cell-fusiondependent morphological phenotypes.
In lack even weakly conserved orthologs of EFF-1. One As noted above, we did not observe localization of possibile explanation is that proteins with similar func-EFF-1::GFP at the contact of a bright cell with a dim cell, tion and higher-order structure are encoded by other even when the pair was undergoing EFF-1-dependent genomes, even though strict sequence conservation fusion. An explanation that remains consistent with the has not been maintained [37, 38] . On the other hand, homotypic binding model is also shown in Figure 7 .
EFF-1 may be a truly nematode-specific (and somaticNote that our observations rely upon visible levels of cell-specific) fusogen. C. elegans and C. briggsae EFF-1 EFF-1::GFP, probably exceeding the quantity of endogshare 94% sequence identity (97% similarity) in their enous EFF-1. As depicted, the endogenous level of extracellular and transmembrane domains (see Figure  EFF -1 in a dark fusing cell, although sufficient to produce 5A), significantly higher than the average of 75% identity a fusogenic interaction, is too low to recruit a visible level for C. elegans and C. briggsae orthologs in general [39] . of EFF-1::GFP to the membrane of its bright neighbor.
This suggests that EFF-1 function is particularly sensiIn light of a homophilic binding model, our observative to sequence drift. We consider it unlikely that fusiontions of EHP mutant EFF-1::GFP suggest that the EHP is competent versions of the eff-1 gene have undergone essential for interaction of EFF-1 molecules on opposing drastic sequence divergence in other genomes. membranes and stable localization of EFF-1 at the cellcell interface. We note, however, that homotypic binding Instead, the biophysical task of destabilizing the sepa- We imagine that the future discovery of fusogens acting
